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Above, from left: Two 65W solar
panels are standard; the tent and bed
is on a pull-out tray at the rear of the
Grand Tourer; Paul Tabone sets up the
tent in five minutes.
Below: The Grand Tourer provides
a high level of luxury.

Words and pies lain Curry
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Adventure Off Road Campers GRAND TOURER •••

Clockwise from above: The king size bed
features a Hypervent mattress underlay;
the Grand Tourer combines durability
with comfort to create an all-round great
package; the kitchen comprises a
four-burner cooktop and grill; the huge
side storage compartment works as a food
preparation area.

in the trailer's rear. You simply drop the
rear-mounted spare wheel, open the tailgate,
and pull out the bed base and legs.

It swivels through 90 degrees and the bed
box opens up to expose the tent canvas
and its internal frame. With the tent fully
constructed (this takes about five minutes
once you have the technique right), a king
size, low-profile bed is exposed and ready for
use. A Hypervent mattress underlay, which
comes as standard with the Grand Tourer,
eliminates any condensation.

Now for the bits that set this flagship
Grand Tourer apart from other Adventure
camper trailers. Two adjustable 65W solar
panels are mounted on the side of the trailer
which, working with a 120Ah battery, make
extended remote travel much easier. As long
as the sun shines and you've enough food
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and water, you can plan for very long trips
into the back of beyond.

Solar power is also used to power a fan
sucking hot air from the fridge box, which
is a 60L Engel fridge/freezer with cover. The
remainder of the front storage area, to the left
of the fridge box, features a lockable toolbox
that can comfortably house two jerry cans or
a portable generator.

Add to this the huge side storage
compartment and you've got 2(XX)L
ofstorage space at your disposal in this
203m-long unit. Need more? Aroof rack carry
basket and static boat racks are induded.

The trigger tap/shower with Flojet pump
will prove invaluable, while in the kitchen
area there's a four-burner stainless steel
cooker, energy-efficient LED strip lighting, a
couple of 12V powerpoints, two

electronic water level indicators, and a
battery voltmeter.

Quality abounds, with marine-grade carpet
on the cargo deck and rear panel, and a solid
rubber jockey wheel for easy manoeuvring,
included. Also of note are the two 59L
water tanks with metal stoneguards and two
extra vents to the tent side walls to provide
greater airflow. With this trailer, it's as if every
little improvement to make a trip perfect has
been picked up on and provided for.

SUMMING UP
A good thing about the Adventure Off Road
Campers' range is the choice it provides.
You get the same innovative, easy-to-use
and go-anywhere basic trailer if you buy the
Stockman, Daintree, Cape York, Pilbara or,
our review trailer, the Grand Tourer, but each



has slightly more standard gear, plus those
at the top of the range enjoy a higher axle
rating and more advanced wheels and tyres.

The Grand Tourer is the one that has it
all. But is the extra price over the rest of the
range justified?

Knowing that Paul Tabone and all at
Adventure Off Road Campers don't do things
half-heartedly, I'd say it's the ideal choice for
serious camper trailer travellers that don't
want to discover too late how important a
given piece of equipment is.

If you take your camper trailer trips
seriously, you will ultimately find out
why spending the extra money is justified
- everything has a purpose and will prove
its worth in time. After all, these trailers are
tested to the extreme. And each time Paul
discovers something that will make camper
trailer life easier, it's added to the range. In
this case, the result is a great trailer - the
Grand Tourer.

Adventure Off Road
Campers, IS00 353 561, email
info@adventurecampers.com.au, or
visit www.adventurecampers.com.au
for your nearest dealer.•

Clockwise from above: Solar panels
are hooked up to a 120Ah battery;
sturdy Mickey Thompson ATZ tyres;
a tap, connected to the water tank, is
mounted near the A-frame.


